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Policy rates across the world

Source:  Stone et al, IMF, 2011



Source:  Natixis special report by Sylvain Broyer, Feb 27, no 30.

As room for conventional stimulus ran out at the zero bound...
Central banks bloated their balance sheets as they engaged in unconventional
stimulus of one sort or another.



Overview
• Cautiously sceptical view of QE’s stimulatory effects
• Critique of the UK’s QE program
• QE and 2 inflation scares, one false, one unlikely but

not impossible
• Is QE money-printing or a helicopter drop?
• Cautionary tale for the zealous sceptic or enthusiast of

QE
• QE and the debt-ceiling debacle
• Critical assessment of UK forward guidance
• Heading off other critiques of forward guidance:  the

non-taper, and market vs BoE yield curves.
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Sceptic’s view of QE

• QE = two operations.  Conventional open
market operation.  Plus debt management [an
operation twist]

• OMO has no effect at zero bound, except in so
far as it might signal interest rates lower than
thus far figured.

• Debt management has little or no effects [in
our models!], and in many past empirical
studies.
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Money demand and the zero bound

•Liquidity services value of real balances
declines as liquidity increases;
•To persuade people to hold larger real
balances, opportunity cost [the nominal
interest rate] has to fall.
•Zero bound arises because cash, which
earns zero interest, dominates any –ve
interest rate investment
•At the zero bound, OMOs involve the swap
of one zero interest, default risk-free asset
for another
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Sceptical reading of the evidence on
QE

• Can’t tell if the effects were persistent
• Much evidence (except for the bonds in or out stuff)

consistent with effect of signalling about future rates
• Doesn’t indicate that rates people pay fell (Vissing-

Jorgensen and Krishnamurthy)
• Could indicate a social cost, not a benefit [Caballero

and Farhi]
• If people think it will work, yields may fall, even if the

TM claimed by central banks is not there
• What explains the radical differences between the Fed

[rate of change] and BoE [level] QE policies?
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The US delta vs UK levels QE

• What explains the two policies, coexisting
with relatively similar crises and recoveries.
[US weaker if anything.]

• US would have been a total disaster without
their delta QE.

• QE has no effect except via signalling, yet
mapping from QE to expected future rates
differs.
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If QE has the effects the Fed and BoE claim, how do we explain this chart?
Somehow, despite the transmission from QE to yields being similar, the
transmission from yields to GDP is not?
US would have been total disaster without delta QE?
US signalling requires delta QE but UK signalling does not?



What about studies demonstrating QE
effects on wider economy

• Event-study analysis not appropriate; transmission
likely protracted, if any

• Time series studies struggle to establish counter-
factual

• Requires isolating QE reaction function, but over a very
limited period

• And one in which propagation may be changing (eg
because of banks, or fiscal policy).

• Therefore, central bank claims on this (eg by BoE) are
just not remotely credible.

• John Taylor made same remark at Dallas Fed
conference.
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Why is the sceptical view still relevant?

• Q: QE is a done deal isn’t it?  So what if it wasn’t the
right thing to do?   Aren’t you private sector lot just
interested in what will happen, not what should
happen?

• A:
– Central banks might be swayed by debates about what

should happen
– Reversing QE may not have all the bad effects people

worry about
– If what is going on is signalling, effects of QE exit may not

be the opposite of those of QE.
– Eg, once signal becomes clear, actual unwinding may be

neutral.
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US QE is credit easing, isn’t it?

• Fed have been buying agency MBS.
• Treasury backing for agencies now explicit and

full.
• So in theory these securities should be

considered substitutes for Treasuries
themselves.
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Hard-line, Ricardian-Equivalence
position on credit easing

• RE familiar to most refers to invariance of
consumption to (say) a one-off tax cut.

• Consumers realise will be reversed.
• With CE, Fed takes risk onto its balance sheet and

off private-sector’s.
• But this injects risk into future taxes and spending

required to make good the Government budget
constraint.

• RE broken if some currently have low risk
tolerance
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Comments on the UK’s QE program
• No aforethought despite BoJ crisis.
• UK version of QE [focused on gilts] reckless at the outset.

All eggs in unpromising basket.
• Remember then we had only damning evidence on impact

of QE [op twist, BoJ].
• BoE exec expropriated right to decide which assets.
• Based initially on flawed logic that it was just about getting

money out there.
• Comms changed later to reflect more promising rhetorical

avenue that it was yields that mattered.
• Emphasis on yields initially avoided because didn’t want to

be pinned to a yields target.
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The forecast I would like to
forget/disown

Text that the BoE press office and Charlie Bean demanded I insert so that we could
publish this review of an otherwise incendiary topic



Institutional failings in the UK

• Fiscal backing was and still is discretionary;  a
problem that didn’t bite but might have.   And
may.  And did in the US.

• Institution of counter-cyclical fiscal policy
weak.  Maybe too loose before crisis, too tight
afterward.

• What should be bought, and who can decide:
vagueness in institution hampered eventual
choices.
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Scare 1:  QE will be hyper or at least
very inflationary

• No.  PT=MV always, but V falls at the zero bound.
• The Fed has tried and tested instrument of

interest rates to curtail inflation;  expectation that
this will happen will tie down inflation now.

• And the Treasury could tighten fiscal policy and
win lots of friends.

• You might worry in principle about desired
inflation rate.  But Fed have consistently
eschewed language about short term inflation
target rise.
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Scare 2:  QE will mean higher inflation
through fiscal problems.

• QE exit when risk free rates have normalised, and bond prices are
lower.

• Capital ‘loss’.
• Fiscal theory of price level (Sims, Woodford):  prices rise to revalue

outstanding nominal debt to make finances sustainable.
• Central bank can’t and shouldn’t fight this.
• Hypothetical possibility.
• Sims even thought it was a useful ‘instrument’ to ward off deflation.
• Mechanism  has at its heart inability of govt to raise taxes or cut

spending to meet debt.
• Lack of rise in inflation expectations reassuring?
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Caveats to the sceptical view/ctd...

• Monetary theory in sticky price models [that
are operational for monetary policy study]
very shallow.

• Neutrality of QE at the zero bound therefore
equally so.

• Money has liquidity/transactions benefit by
assumption.

• It’s assumed that at the end of time it will be
redeemed.
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Caveats to the sceptical view/ctd...
• In that sense, at the zero bound, money and

bonds become identical.
• Implication is that helicopter drops in a true

liquidity trap have no effect, because they must
eventually be reversed.

• BoE policymakers did not know about this
implication of the model they thought they new
and loved.

• Rejected it when they learned about it.  (Who
wouldn’t).
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Caveats to the sceptical view/ctd...
• However:  Wallace, ‘It takes a model to beat a

model’.
• If no assumption about redemption, begs Q why

money held in the first place.
• Some models view money as a ‘bubble’.  It’s

valued because people expect it to be.
• Will sometimes encounter view that money has

value because of law of ‘legal tender’.
• But begs q why law consented to.  Enforcement

not poss without it.  [Except in Jacobin
revolutionary France:  see Sargent and Velde]
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So what if the redemption assumption
is dodgy?

• If you drop the redemption assumption about
why money is valued, what properties would
QE or even conventional monetary policy
have?

• Can’t drop this assumption but quietly
continue to use existing model as before.
Though this is exactly what BoE has done.
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Is QE money printing?

• QE is the creation of electronic reserves at the
central bank, in exchange for gilts.

• In our models at least, no interesting
distinction between this and printing cash and
using the cash to buy gilts.  [no cash vans or
printing presses in the model].

• There may be differences in the private sector
psychology between the two.

• One looks more like Zimbabwe than the other.
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Is QE the same as a helicopter drop?

In an accounting sense, no.  One is a temporary change in total liabilities.
Another is a change in the composition of liabilities.
But in some circumstances, effect is identical.  I.e. zero.  Eg in a total liquidity
trap.
It’s only not zero to the extent that expected interest rates are at some point in
the future lower than they otherwise would have been.



QE and the debt-ceiling debacle:  a
monetary contraction that enhances

the power of money
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QE and the debt ceiling debacle

• Debt-ceiling worries like a monetary
contraction (and, ironically for the Tea Party, a
wealth tax)

• US Treasuries become less money-like [price
less predictable, less useful as means of
payment and store of value].

• Possibility for another Lehman’s type event.
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QE and the debt-ceiling debacle

• Lehman’s was about contagious uncertainty
regarding exposures to sub prime and short
term funding needs.

• We know more about who has Treasuries.  But
we still wouldn’t know about short term
funding needs in such a Lehman’s event.

• Infinite regress of beliefs about whether a
counterparty can take an interruption in
payments [caused by default] or not.
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Debt-ceiling debacle as a monetary
contraction

• So, in short, debt-ceiling debacle can act as a
severe monetary / liquidity contraction.

• But by same token, since it makes reserves
and Treasuries much less close substitutes...

• ... it should magnify the stimulating effect of a
given amount of QE.

• While need for easing increases, so does
impact of current planned easing.
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Odyssian forward guidance

‘Odyssian Forward Guidance’
Today’s interest rate at ZLB;  instead lower tomorrow’s.
Do this by committing to keeping rates ‘lower for longer’
i.e. longer than markets would otherwise have expected given historically
understood ways of behaving
Difficulty: how to keep your hands tied from tightening when you normally would



Forward guidance at the Fed

Source:  FOMC minutes of August, 2011



Effect of Fed forward guidance

Source:  Williams, FRBSF, 2011



Bank of Canada forward guidance



Effect of Bank of Canada forward
guidance



Critical assessment of UK forward
guidance

• Time for FG was before hit zero bound.  [Not countenanced
then].  When rates expected to tighten a lot post crisis.

• UK FG adopted language and guise of ‘lower for longer’.
Carney launch talked about ‘securing the recovery’.

• But actually intended to inject NO more monetary
stimulus....

• ...since No consensus on MPC for a stimulus.
• Face-saving for Carney, who had pre-judged it in public, and

needed some kind of victory.
• Misleading benefits claimed for reduction in uncertainty.
• HMT trespassed on operational independence by

commissioning review of FG.
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UK forward guidance/ctd...

• MPC stood firm, so some credit due there.
• Hazardous and reckless again:  don’t change

policy framework unless the gains are high.
• A no-more monetary stimulus policy doesn’t

meet the criterion for a change worth making.
• Risk of confusion as and when lower for

longer policy needed.
• Legacy of transparency about rates will be

beneficial.
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More criticisms of FG
• Inherent contradiction with forward guidance and

the NK model used to assess it.
• Long periods of fixed rates reveal powerful

pathology at heart of NK model.  Silence on this
from BoE.

• No attempt to formulate alternative, more
realistic model of expectations, and to figure out
effects of forward guidance in those
circumstances.

• ie learning.
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Heading off some other critiques of
forward guidance

• The Fed botched communication about
tapering, because they readjusted
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An infinite regress!

• Policymakers conception of the world has to
include view about how market yield curve is
formed...

• And how it will respond to forward guidance.
• Policymakers have to form a view about how

they will adjust the instrument [and
communicate this] as they learn about how
markets respond to their policies....
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More on the infinite regress or lack of
it

• One world where there is no infinite regress,
where markets figure out rate forecasts by
imagining the cb follows a policy rule.

• But in that world, there’s no point in doing FG
anyway.

• Upshot of all this is that market and cb view
can differ.  And it will be optimal to adjust.
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